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FROM THE PRESIDENT 

 
President’s Message 
by Cathy James, N5WVR 
 

    I'm happy to report that CVARC recently 
completed a highly successful Field Day. 2017 was 
probably the best Field Day that the club has held 
in the past 10 years. 
    We made over 1,900 contacts in a 24-hour 
period.  Three or four stations were usually in 
operation, and antennas ranged from wires hanging 
in the trees to a 12-element beam on 2 meters.  This 

issue of QFQ is full of pictures of the event. But what really makes CVARC, and ham 
radio in general, the best it can be are the members, operators, and visitors.  In other 
words, YOU.  

The hams of central Vermont put up those antennas, loaned us coax, tuners, 
antennas and radios, spent many hours operating the stations to put QSOs in the log, 
brought and cooked the food for everyone, talked to visitors about the activity, 
created flyers to promote Field Day, and pulled everything back down again on 
Sunday!  Please thank all of the people who made it happen. 

And please look for ways to get involved yourself. Whether you volunteer to hold 
office, answer questions from rookie hams, serve on the 2018 Field Day Committee, 
write newsletter articles, or send photos, CVARC benefits from your work. 

 
Along with Chris 

N1GBB, Cathy N5WVR 
(right) has the perfect 
vantage point for Field 

Day. 
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CLUB NEWS 

 

CVARC Minutes and Official Activities 

 
Regular Club Meetings 
Location: Community Meeting 
Room/Emergency Operations Center (EOC),  
Barre City Fire Department, 15 Fourth St., Barre 
Dates: First Wednesdays 
Time: 6:00 p.m. 

 
Regular Steering Committee Meetings 
Location: Cyberspace, via Skype 
Dates: Second Tuesdays 
Time: 6 p.m.  
Everyone is invited to join our officers and others interested in 
the future of the club. Contact Cathy N5WVR for the Skype 
link. 

 

CVARC MONTHLY MEETINGS 
 

May 3, 2017 
Attendance: Fred Brabant KC2ALI, Carolyn Brusetti KC1AZA, Fred Doten N1OEP, Mike French KC1GFB, Chris Knox 
N1GBB, Ed Hutchinson N1FMP,  Cathy James N5WVR, Mike Pitonyak KC1DTJ,  Jessica Noyes KB1NBO, Joseph 
Schaedler AB1YC, Linda Schaedler, Kathy Smith (Guest), Ed Hutchinson N1FMP,  Alan Zaur. 
 
Meeting called to order at 18:05 by Cathy James. 
 
Introduced everyone around the room.  Talked about ham activity.   

Joe Schaedler AB1YC —Echo link 24 May. Offering library training class—free, from 7–8:30 PM at Kimball Library, Randolph 
EME to repeater work was discussed. Foxhunt discussion started.  Will plan a date. 
 
Old Business: 

 One new Tech and one Extra at last VE Session on April 7th. 

 Key to Cabot repeater will be coming soon and we can do some maintenance. 
 
New Business: 

 Field Day is June 24th and 25th; 

 Generator available.  Steve 2 Kw Club owned.  Wire, antenna, sling shot.  6 Meter beam worked well last year; 

 Two Club radios available;  

 Chris has signs. W1BD, also another call sign.  Check with Ed; 

 The Barre Town Rec Field site is reserved for Field Day. 

 Ideas to advertise:  WDEV, WCAX, Front Porch Forum for each town to advertise.  Email for Public access TV,  
flyers; 

 Linda Schaedler will coordinate food and will get it; 

 Logging software—Chris.  Paper does not work well;  

 GOTA (Get On The Air) station; 

 Chris Knox N1GBB volunteered to be Field Day Coordinator; 

 The Corporate Cup race needs 8 or 9 volunteers in Montpelier at 6 p.m. on Thursday, May 11 at Health and Welfare;  

 CVARC tee shirts; 

 Nearfest Friday and Saturday,  Deerfield, NH. 
 
Meeting Adjourned at 19:33. Respectfully submitted, 
Pete Knight, AB1PQ,  
Secretary 
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CLUB NEWS, Continued 
 

JUN 7, 2017  
Called to order by Cathy James at 18:04. 
Plug made for 160 net 1966 8 p.m. Rag Chew. 
New interest in radio and may/would like help from CVARC:  VTC, Norwich, and St. J. Academy for Radio class. 
 
Field Day update—Chris: 

 Need help for general purpose set and take down.  80 40 20 bands. 

 Have 2 radios and antenna and GOTA station and logging software 

 PR still in work. Need lights.   

 N1MM software. 

 
Presentation by Chris Brown W1FVI, ham for 60 years:  
 

Radio Interferometry in Plain English, 
 
Chris first talked about the portions of the spectrum which 
are transparent to radio waves.  There were then some 
examples of “pictures” obtained in the microwave region 
by the “Very Large Array” in New Mexico.  Chris 
described how the 27 antennas of the VLA produce 351 
interference fringe patterns which are summed in two 
dimensions to produce a picture.  (This summation is 
known as an inverse Fourier transform.)  An analogy was 
made with a camera having a lens cover in place with 27 
tiny holes in the same pattern as the VLA, and then slowly 
turning the lens cover in place with the shutter open.  This 
mimics the effect of the earth’s rotation on the 
VLA.  Then, new directions in radio interferometry were 
briefly mentioned, in particular the shift away from arrays 
of dishes to phased arrays of dipoles, made technically 
possible by advances in computing technology. 
Meeting ended after presentation and discussions ended.  
Time not recorded. 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

Pete Knight, AB1PQ, Secretary 

 

 
NOTES FROM CVARC  STEERING COMMITTEE  MEETING, July 11, 2017 
Present: Cathy James N5WVR, Pete Knight AB1PQ, Chris Knox N1GBB 
(Members interested in any of these activities, please contact steering committee members.) 
 
SPOTA (State Parks on the Air):  Possible dates---7/29 or 8/5 at Allis  State Park. Use TS-570, one radio, 20 /40 dipoles 
Antenna Building Party in the garage in Berlin offered for use by Mike Pitonyak KC1DTJ---8/26 as a possible date. 
 
Cathy attended ARR meeting, where they discussed how to interest new members ages 25-40.  
 
Field Day location 2018----Create Field Day committee for next year.  Begin looking at potential sites. 
State park group camp site? Allis SP? Joint Field Day at VTEC next year in their orchard?  Possibility of partnership as a sister 
club? Chris would like to see a site where we can spread antennas out more.  Expand beyond 3A to 4A? Minimize 
QRM/interference between stations. 
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Excess paperwork from previous years---scan most papers and don't retain any but digital copies. 
 
Winter Field Day---KC1DTJ has offered his garage for WFD; lots of space, trees, heated location. 
 
Repeater update---need work party for Williamstown site.  At least two people---good opportunity for show 'n' tell for those 
who want to learn about the repeater site. (Cutting brush, weed-whacking, etc.) Opportunity to use 2 Raspberry Pi controllers 
to link repeaters ($100 each site). Permanent node to link Cabot repeater at Pete Knight's QTH via Raspberry Pi? Link 
Williamstown, Lincoln, and Cabot repeaters in permanent 3-way link covering all of Central Vermont? Link 625 repeater to 
other repeaters -- 146.61? Glens Falls/Lake George tech net? 
 
Antenna raising party---Need to organize before end of summer---Who needs help?  What do they need? What don't they 
have that they need? 
 

FIELD DAY! 
FIELD DAY 2017 

Contributed by Cathy James N5WVR 
Every year in late June, hams all across the country turn out for the biggest amateur radio event of the year. Generators are 

dusted off, antennas hauled out into the field, solar panels aimed at the sun, and picnic tables support piles of coax and logging 
computers.  It's FIELD DAY time again! Field Day 2017 this year fell on June 24–25. CVARC generally begins planning it in 
early May, and then swings into high gear as the date approaches. 

CVARC decided to make a special effort this year, and our members decided they were up for the task.  Under the able 
leadership of Chris Knox N1GBB and Chris Craig K1MHZ, we upgraded to a 3A operation, including a GOTA ("Get On 

The Air") station, a dedicated VHF station for 6 meters and 2 meters, and a satellite station. Many others showed up to help 
get the dipoles up into the trees, grill the burgers and hot dogs, raise masts and tower, and install the beam antennas.  Whew!  
Quite an effort. 

The site was our usual Barre Athletic Field location near the Barre Town Middle and Elementary School.  Two primary 
stations were set up, utilizing an FT-1000 MP and FT-2000. These are serious contest rigs with good audio.  Both had 
headphones to cut down on the noise; one had a boom mike on its headset, the other had a hand mike mounted on a 
mechanical boom. These stations fed a 10-15-20 meter 2-element tribander on a crank-up tower and dipoles for 40 and 80 
meters. 

The third station was a K3S set up in the RACES (Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service) trailer, which was loaned to 
CVARC for the weekend. This was our CW station, feeding a multi-band wire antenna.  Alan Zaur K1MZM is a very skilled 
CW operator, and he made several hundred contacts almost single-handed.  Good job, Alan! 

The GOTA and VHF stations were also located in the trailer. "GOTA" is meant to provide an opportunity for Novices, 
newly licensed amateurs, other generally inactive licensees, and non-licensed persons to experience first-hand the fun of 
amateur radio and "Get On The Air." Many CVARC hams are not very active, so we hoped to get some of them a chance to 
get back in the game.  Our GOTA station was an Icom-706Mk2G connected to a wire antenna, and the VHF station was a 
second Icom-706Mk2G connected to a 6 meter yagi on a military mast. 

Friday night was wet and rainy, which slowed down the antenna-raising fun, but between that evening and Saturday 
morning, the gang managed to put up the full suite of antennas.  Putting up the 6 meter yagi on its military mast was especially 
difficult because of the flexibility of the mast. Linda Schaedler enjoyed helping us shoot tennis balls and rope into the trees 
with a compressed-air launcher, and use the ropes to pull the antenna wires high. Check out some of the pictures of antenna 
set-up in this newsletter! 

Operating began with a bang on Saturday at 2 p.m.. Patrick KC1DPM, Chris N1GBB, and Chris K1MHZ quickly racked 
up the contacts. Alan K1MZM steadily worked the CW stations, and the 6 meter and GOTA stations were put to use. Joe 
AB1YC and his wife Linda served up a steady stream of hot and tasty food. Other operators rotated through the stations, 
mainly working phone but also some CW. (We did not do any digital operation this year.) 

The most frustrating part was the attempt to work satellites.  I brought my IC-821H satellite rig, and we connected it first 
to the 12-element 2-meter yagi and later to a hand-held beam. We tried different satellites, both FM and linear transponder SSB 
"birds." None of us were very expert with the radio, so a fair amount of time was spent reading the manual.  None of these 
succeeded, so in the end we did not get the 100 point satellite bonus.  Clearly we need to figure how to make this work well 
before Field Day 2018. 
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Unlike past years, the CVARC stations were operated all night.  We were unable to find any other stations on 160, but 40 

and 80 continued to be productive. I left at about 2 a.m. to get some sleep and return early on Sunday. 
At the closing bell at 2 p.m. Sunday, we had 1,920 contacts in the log. After a lot of work pulling everything down and 

packing it away, silence fell once again over the site. 
If this sounds like fun, please join us at future CVARC operating events.  We'd love to see you. And you won't have to 

wait until Field Day 2018.  We are already planning more field operation at local parks in the near future, and Winter Field Day 
in late January. 

Have fun on the airwaves. 73! 
 

GETTING READY 
CVARC returned to our usual Field Day site at the Barre Town recreational area this year.  Chris Knox N1GBB acted as 

the official coordinator for the event, but many others played key roles. 
Unless otherwise indicated, photos are contributed by Cathy James N5WVR –Ed.  

Figure 1. Tennis ball launching apparatus (blue, foreground), tarp, 
another tennis ball launcher (red, middle ground), and large amounts of 
coax (background). 
  

 
 
Figure 2. Chris Craig K1MHZ sits at the #1 operating station and 
discusses the operating plans with Gary Sheridan N1RNJ, Fred Doten 
N1OEP, Alan Zaur K1MZM, and Peter Knight AB1PQ. 

 

  

Figure 3. Misc. gear, coax, etc.  That's a 2-meter beam at lower 
right that was not used, and a *third* compressed-air tennis ball 
launch (white, on table at right). 
 

 
 
Figure 4. The solar panel at lower left was used for emergency 
power, feeding a 35 amp-hour 12 volt battery (not visible). 
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Figure 5 (left), Alan 
K1MZM prepares to fire 
a tennis ball and rope up 
into a tree while Fred 
N1OEP documents with 
his camera.                                                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6, below).  No 
success on first attempt!  
The tennis ball is rammed 
into the launcher for 
another try. 
 

 
 

 

 
Figure 8. Peter AB1PQ finds the tennis ball dangling from its 
fishing line and holds it up to be seen. 
 

 
Figure 9. After lunch, ably provided by Joe AB1YC and Linda 
Schaedler, it’s time to assemble the 6-meter yagi. Note the 
puddle of water in the background. 
Figure 10.  Chris N1GBB connects up the feedlines while 
Chris K1MHZ supervises. 

 

 
Figure 7.  Success! That little dot up there is the tennis ball on its way 
into the tree, trailing fishing line. 
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ALL SET UP AND READY TO ROCK AND ROLL!                                    

   –Contributed by Fred Doten NIOEP 
Figure 11.  Station #1, a Yaesu FT-1000MP. 
 

  

Figure 12. Home base 

 
   
 

OPERATING 

 
Figure 13. Operating the VHF station on 6 meters.  

 
Figure 14.  Fred 
N1OEP operates Station 
#2 while Ed Hutchinson 
N1FMP and Peter 
AB1PQ watch. 

 
Figure 15. Chris K1MHZ cranks out the contacts at 

Station #1, as a visitor stops by to listen to a few QSOs. 
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Figure 16. GOTA (left) and VHF (right) stations in operation in 
the RACES trailer. 
 

 
 

Figure 17. Alan K1MZM operating the CW station inside the 
RACES trailer 

 

Figure 18. Joe AB1YC operates Station #2 after darkness falls. 
 

 
 

Figure 19. Chris N1GBB tries to get the IC-821H to reach the 
satellite.  The station is powered by the 12V battery with N5W on it. 
Chris' phone on the table computes the satellite pass time and 
elevation. 

 
 
 
 

Figure 20. All through the night--04:30 and all is well. 
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Figure 20.  Chris Knox 
N1GBB operating an FT-
1000 on 20 meters, 
connected to a 2 element 
Tribander on a 50’ 
portable tower, with 
Patrick Schlott KC1DPM 
in the background 
working 40 on the FT-
2000, using a resonant 
wire antenna.  Mike 
French KC1GFB listens 
in.  Both stations utilized 
Heil microphones for 
superior audio clarity 
during the event  
–Figures 19 and 20 
contribured by Chris Criag 
K1MHZ. 
Figure 21. Unnamed 
visitor to night camp.  

 
 

HOW DID WE DO?  
Figure 21. Logging software shows that we worked every state but NV by 12:45 a.m.  (We did later work Nevada for a clean sweep.) 
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HOW DID WE DO? -- Continued 
 

“Thanks to all.  This was unquestionably the most successful CVARC field day in more than a decade (perhaps two).  It is hard 
to compete with chili and beer at the rifle club.  It was not as odd as the 1000' balloon vertical... We didn't hang an 80m Yagi 
on long elevated ropes... This weekend was more "conventional".  The food was ever-available, tasty, and in sufficient quantity 
thanks again Joe. The operating activity began at the opening and was almost continuous to the end!  Nobody got hurt, as far 
as I know (except for a minor cut finger - Steve, cut towards your neighbor not yourself).  The damage to equipment was 
minor--we need to master the pole take-down procedure.  The computer network and logging seemed flawless (we did actually 
recover the data and print or submit a log, did we not?).  Bug control seemed quite effective, thanks to whoever brought the 
citronella pails.  And finally, the weather was almost perfect.  Whoever managed the weather should be in charge of that aspect 
next year.”         –Ed Hutchinson N1FMP 
 
“Had a good time at Field Day and learned a lot. The young people carried the show. Especially Chris.” –Fred Brabant 
KC2ALI 
 

“Bonus points I will be submitting for on behalf of CVARC: 

- 100% Emergency Power 
- Media Publicity (Maybe?) 
- Public Location 
- Five Natural Power QSOs - Solar charged batteries 
- Social Media  

Each of these carries 100 bonus points.  
I think we can safely say that was one of the most successful CVARC Field Day in recent memory. I hope everyone had as 

much fun as I did, and are all looking forward to more operating events in the future.”  

–Chris Craig K1MHZ 
 

HELPING HAMS 
Corporate Cup Challenge and State Agency Race, May 11, 2017 

Contributed by Fred N1OEP and Sandy Doten 
The Vermont Corporate Cup Challenge and State Agency Race is a 5 kilometer team running/walking event open to 

businesses, government and non-profit organizations in Vermont. The purpose of this event is to promote physical fitness 
within the workplace and at home by bringing employees together to enjoy and experience the benefits of fitness. 

The proceeds from this event benefit the many programs and events of the Vermont Governor's Council on Physical 
Fitness and Sports. Over four thousand representatives of Vermont walked and ran the five kilometers singly or in teams.  
  

As has become an annual tradition, CVARC 
members were there to provide radio support. 
Participants were (left to right): Alan Zaur 
K1MZM, Fred Doten N1OEP, Ed Hutchinson 
N1FMP, Ture Nelson KB1NBJ, Steve Noyes 
N1FMP, Jessica Noyes KB1NBO, and Marie 
Maclay WA1YJX.  Not pictured here:  Chris 
Craig K1MHZ and Chris Knox N1GBB and 
Karen Mueller-Harder KB1PCM. . Chris Knox 
set up a dedicated communications network, and 
Chris Craig acted as net control. Besides radioing 
in on the progress of the race, for the first time in a 
while we we had the opportunity to send for 
assistance for an injured runner. 
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The runners begin to gather. 
 

 
 
 

Chris Craig and Marie, (right) 
both sporting their RACES caps, 

consult the map of the race.  

 
 

 
 
 Ridiculous costumes were the order  
of the day.  
 
The hams (left) are all smiles. Maybe  
they have just caught sight of that 
dinosaur costume!  
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RADIO ACTIVITY 
RACES* Drill Reminder 

From Jason E. Gosselin 
Operations and Logistics Chief 

Vermont Division of Emergency Management and Homeland Security 
 

We have an opportunity to participate in an upcoming exercise on September 20 and 21, 2017.  One of the objectives of the 
exercise will be operational coordination between the site and the State Emergency Operations Center, or “SEOC”.  This 
exercise will be Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) centric and there will be a rubble pile that the USAR members will utilize to 
simulate searching for and removing people.  This exercise will be conducted at two field locations, and the SEOC and will be 
a continuous 36 hour exercise at each location. 
  
During the exercise, RACES will support one field location and the SEOC.  The field location will be at the Camp Ethan 
Allen Training Site where RACES members will be embedded with the USAR members, with simulated limited 
accommodations.  Cell coverage at the Camp Ethan Allen Training Site is non-existent and there will be a need to deploy the 
RACES Communications Trailer in order to communicate between the site and the SEOC.  
  
The second location where RACES members will be deployed is the SEOC. 
  
We are looking for RACES volunteers to support the exercise throughout the duration at both Camp Ethan Allen and the 
SEOC. 
  
If interested, please send a notification e-mail to Brett LaRose (brett.larose@vermont.gov). 

 
*RACES, Operating in Vermont under the Division of Emergency Management and Homeland Security, RACES (Radio 

Amateur Civil Emergency Service) members are licensed volunteer Radio Amateur (ham) Communications personnel, 
equipped and affiliated with the state and local Emergency Management Agencies. For more information, please go 
to: http://demhs.vermont.gov/programs/races or call 800-347-0488.  

 
 

 
 To all who help with the newsletter! You share 
your pictures, ideas, news, jokes, schematics, log pages, 
and articles for the benefit of the hobby in general and 
Central Vermont hams in particular. A special thanks to 
Beth Wade N1SAI, who has agreed to proofread this 
before it gets sent out to everyone.  
 I would love to have some input from some of 
the other club members for the September 15 issue. If it 
interests you, it will interest some of us! Please send to: 
jess@vtwordsworth.com!  

Jessica Noyes KB1NBO, Ed. 
   

 
Way, Hey, and up She Rises!  

Field Day Photo from Ed Hutchinson N1FMP 

mailto:brett.larose@vermont.gov
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NOTICE BOARD 
 

RADIO SUPPORT REQUESTED 
 

Date and Time Event Place Contact 

September 4, 2016 NSB Labor Day 5 K Race Northfield  Fred Doten 
dotens@trans-video.net 

September 10, 2016 * Cabot Ride the Ridges Cabot Karen Mueller-Harder KB1PCM, 
karen@praxisworks.com 

* The annual “Ride the Ridges" bike ride in Cabot will be held Sunday September 10, from 8am to early afternoon, 
and we’d like to be able to provide radio support again. We will be simplifying and organizing communications 
much better this year, since the ridership has grown geometrically over the past couple of years. If you’re interested 
in helping, please email Karen at karen@praxisworks.org. Thanks! Karen Mueller-Harder KB1PCM 
 
 

BACKSCATTER 
 

What an Alien SETI Program Would Learn from Earth’s Signals 
Contributed by Tamara Wilhite, KB5RYE a technical writer, engineer, mother of two, and a published sci-fi and horror author. 

 
Introduction 
 

We’ve been listening for alien signals for several decades, though the silence has led as many to wonder if we are listening 
for the right things as those wondering if there are any aliens at all. What many fail to understand is how many signals a 
civilization like ours produces that are lost to the background noise before anyone outside our system would hear them, 
much less what they might learn if they were able to pick up our signals. What signals would an alien civilization detect? 
And what could they learn about Earth from what they could receive from human transmissions? 
 
The human experience will be filled with other people, species we create or uplift to intelligence and artificial 
intelligences. Aliens at most will listen and learn about us.  
 
What Aliens Won’t Pick Up by Listening for Us 
 

Aliens won’t be watching standard television broadcasts. After all, these signals are lost over a hundred miles away unless 
they are satellite TV signals. And satellite signals sent down from satellites can’t be detected, because they are aimed at 
the earth. Aliens won’t be able to listen to our standard AM or FM radio signals, either, since those signals suffer 
distortion and fade in the ionosphere. They’ll only be able to listen in if they are in orbit, and at that point, they’ll be able 
to see everything we’ve built. 
 
Wifi may be ubiquitous on Earth, but it has a short range and suffers interference in its own frequency band from other 
wifi sources. Factor in the RF radiation put out by planets like Jupiter on that frequency range and many others, and 
most signals generated by people are lost by the noise of our local neighborhood. And that’s not taking into account the 
radiation we produce that is overwhelmed by our sun, so light pollution won’t make a difference when aliens study the 
light dimming caused by our planet traversing the sun. 
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What Could Aliens Detect From Earth? 
 
There are two major signals aliens could detect at a reasonable distance of ten miles away. These are radar sources like 
radar and weather radar and satellite uplinks. Let’s look at why aliens could detect these signals and what aliens would 
learn from each. 

 
What Could Aliens Learn by Listening to Our Signals? 
 

Military radar and traffic control radar have several advantages over other types of 
signals. First, they are put out by massive transmitters to look for threats and aircraft–
that’s enough power to actually cross the distance when combined with other signals. 
Second, these frequencies aren’t competing with RF output created by the solar and 
Jovian electromagnetic fields. So the military radar signals from the Cold War looking 
for incoming ICBMs are still traveling through space and stand out to any aliens 
listening on those frequencies. 
 

Air traffic radar, military radar and similar applications are still using these frequencies, 
too, so our planet continues to radiate them. Take this in contrast to the shift to internet 

communications from television, causing demand for TV broadcasts to go down, and satellite radio and internet 
radio potentially killing the radio transmissions we once thought would cause aliens to discover Earth by listening to 
old rock songs. 
 
Aliens who detect radar would see that we are here. They would also be able to tell by regular periodic variations in the 
signal strength that our planet is rotating every 24 hours. Observing the polarization changes or Doppler shift of the 
radar signals lets them estimate where these signal generators are on the planet, such as the density of them on the 
northern hemisphere. They won’t know that the blank spaces are oceans or simply uninhabited, but they’ll know where 
the radar transmission hubs are, approximately. And they can use this information to estimate how large the earth is, 
since no planet could have a smaller diameter than the distance between the farthest two signal broadcasters. 
 
Doppler radar can travel over the horizon, so aliens in almost any direction could gather this information, though aliens 
directly in line of sight of Antarctica and the Southern Cross would see very little. They could study the Doppler shift 
between the rising and setting signals as the planet rotates to know Earth’s rotational speed, as long as they are close 
enough to have this resolution. Knowing the rotational speed and 24 hour day length gives a direct answer to the 
diameter of the planet.  
 
They would be able to tell by Doppler frequency shifts that the planet has seasons, altering its angle with the seasons 
even as the signals remain relatively unchanged day to day. And by studying the location of the signals relative to the sun, 
they’ll know how long our year is. Extended Doppler measurements tell you the orbital velocity of the planet, which 
relative to our position from the sun, gives them an idea of our orbit. 
 
Direct observation of the sun and its “wobble” due to gravitational interactions with the earth will tell them how large 
the earth is, though this is hard to detect given the much greater influence of large Jovians like Jupiter. If they can 
determine how much Earth causes the sun to wobble gravitationally, they’ll be able to determine our stellar mass. Using 
Kepler’s laws of planetary motion, inserting the orbital velocity or orbital period tells them exactly how far we are from 
the sun. If they know how far the planet is from the sun, they’ll know how much radiation it receives from the sun 
barring the Albedo effect, so they can estimate our planet’s temperature or at least how much solar energy it receives. 
And from the planet’s size and mass, they’ll be able to estimate our gravity. 
 

Radio frequency output gets distorted by the atmosphere. This is actually how weather radar works, by measuring the 
distortion of radar signals to determine the density of the air and thus cloud density. Aliens couldn’t see major weather 
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phenomena, but they’d be able to see that we have an atmosphere. By studying the atmospheric bending over several 
frequencies, they’ll be able to see what frequencies are absorbed by our atmosphere and what is absent. The gas 
chromatography we use in astronomy today is based on this concept. Aliens could study the electromagnetic spectrum 
and know that our atmosphere has oxygen and nitrogen. They couldn’t see water directly, but they would see hydrogen 
frequencies, which means our atmosphere isn’t mostly hydrogen. 
 
Thus, from radar alone, they’ll know we are here, how long our day is, how long our year is, and be able to estimate our 
seasons. They’ll know we have an atmosphere, and if they understand the physics and have more than a little 
information, they’ll know what our atmosphere is made up of. If they get enough resolution, they’ll be able to determine 
our gravity, approximate temperature and whether our orbit is circular or elliptical. They won't know if we have a 
runaway greenhouse effect or ice ages, only whether our world is certain to be overheated like Mercury or frozen like 
Ceres. 
 

Geosynchronous satellites provide a wealth of information as well, to aliens who can see them. Geosynchronous 
satellites sit in a stationary orbit about three Earth radii out. To send signals to these satellites you need a lot of power – 
around half a gigawatt to start, and more powerful signals are sent. If it is powerful enough to make it out of the 
atmosphere, it is powerful enough to continue traveling through space unimpeded. And these signals are multiplied by 
the thousands of TV stations sending their data to satellites. 
 

Aliens will be able to study our transmissions and determine our expected temperature, though they cannot detect factors 
like high vulcanism or ice ages. The downside to these signals is that they are only seen for about sixty seconds per 24 
hour period. Someone watching Earth would see the equivalent of a very long lighthouse, silence on these frequencies 
followed by a daily flash. If they are at a good angle to the earth, they’d see a rotating pattern of flashes like a disco ball, 
the sign someone is transmitting. It would be hard to receive much information from such flashes, such as a minute of a 
soccer game, but they’d be able to garner some of the same information those looking at radar frequencies would, such 
as how often the Earth rotates and our time to travel around the sun. They’d be able to garner some information on the 
size of the planet by studying satellite signal rotation time and our planet’s effects on the sun, and thus back to Kepler’s 
laws to get the size of the planet and our distance from the star. 
 

Most signals won't get past Earth's troposphere, much less our solar system.  
 

[This article came about as a result of long discussions with RF expert Kent Britain, WA5VJB, on radio frequencies, 
astronomy and atmospheric effects.] 

 

CVARC REPEATERS 

The Central Vermont Amateur Radio Club hosts two repeaters: 

 W1BD, Williamstown, VT  
o Current status: normal 
o Frequency: 146.625 MHz 
o Offset: -600Hz 
o P/L tone: 100Hz 
o Coverage: Very good to excellent in all directions except west; covering east into New Hampshire, north to 

Barton and Brownington, northeast into Williston and Grande Isle, southeast to Rutland, south to Royalton. 

 W1BD, Cabot, VT  
o Current status: needs work 
o Frequency: 146.820 MHz 
o Offset: -600Hz 
o P/L tone: 100Hz 
o Coverage: excellent through St. Johnsbury into northern New Hampshire; good to the north, west, and south. 

 


